Sample Email to Attendees

Email Subject: Reminder: Real School Food Challenge!

Dear Real School Foodies,

We are so looking forward to you joining us tomorrow at our Real School Food Challenge. The competitors have come up with some really creative recipes that are sure to please!

Below gives you an idea of what the evening has in store:

1. The event will start at [Event Time]. Chef competitors will have some components of their meal pre-prepared, but not all. Throughout the first section of the night, you'll watch them do final prep and assembly of their school lunch recipe entry.

2. Next comes the tasting! I will explain the challenge rules and how to judge, and then it's up to you to sample each dish and score it how you see fit.

3. Onto the winner! We'll tally up the results and announce the crowd favorite.

The evening is sure to be lots of fun and very insightful. The Chef Ann Foundation and I are grateful for your support and excited to have you judge this challenge! For any questions, please email me at [Your Email]

Until tomorrow!
[Your Name]

www.chefannfoundation.org